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Books 
Christopher M. Bruner, Corporate Governance in the Common-Law World: The Political Foundations of 
Shareholder Power (Paperback ed., Cambridge Univ. Press, 2014). 
Brant J. Hellwig & Harold Dubroff, The United States Tax Court: An Historical Analysis (2d ed. 2015). 
Brant J. Hellwig & Robert T. Danforth, Understanding Estate and Gift Taxation (LexisNexis, 2014). 
Timothy S. Jost, Barry R. Furrow, Thomas L. Greaney, Sandra H. Johnson & Robert L. Schwartz, Health Law 
(West Academic, 3d ed. 2014). 
James E. Moliterno, The American Legal Profession in Crisis: Resistance and Responses to Change (Paperback 
ed., Oxford Univ. Press, 2014). 
James E. Moliterno & George C. Harris, Global Issues in Legal Ethics (Georgian translation by Irina 
Japharidze, Thomson West, 2014). 
James E. Moliterno & George C. Harris, Global Issues in Legal Ethics (Mandarin translation by Xiaobing Liu, 
Peking Univ. Press, 2014). 
James E. Moliterno & Paul D. Paton, Global Issues in Legal Ethics (West Academic, 2d ed. 2014). 
Doug Rendleman, Enforcement of Judgments and Liens in Virginia (LexisNexis, 3d ed. 2014). 
Chapters 
Johanna E. Bond & Elizabeth Bruch, Lessons from the Local: Rurality and Responses to Intimate Partner 
Abuse in Sub-Saharan Africa and the United States, in Comparative Perspectives on Domestic Violence: 
Lessons From Efforts Worldwide (Rashmi Goel & Leigh Goodmark eds., Oxford Univ. Press, 2015). 
Johanna E. Bond, Honour as Familial Value, in “Honour” Killing and Violence: Theory, Policy and Practice 
(Aisha K. Gill, Carolyn Strange & Karl Roberts eds., Palgrave Macmillan, 2014). 
Nora V. Demleitner, Legal Education in the United States: Reflecting Societal Changes and Challenges 
Yesterday and Today, in Vision of Legal Education (Nilendra Kumar ed., Thomson Reuters, 2015). 
Nora V. Demleitner, Types of Punishment, in Oxford Handbook of Criminal Law (Markus D. Dubber & 
Tatjana Hörnle eds., Oxford Univ. Press, 2014). 
Mark A. Drumbl, Women as Perpetrators: Agency and Authority in Genocidal Rwanda, in Genocide and 
Gender in the Twentieth Century: A Comparative Survey (Bloomsbury, 2015). 
Mark A. Drumbl, Punishment and Sentencing, in Cambridge Companion to International Criminal Law 
(Cambridge University Press, 2015). 
Mark A. Drumbl, The Curious Criminality of Mass Atrocity: Diverse Actors, Multiple Truths, and Plural 
Responses, in Pluralism in International Criminal Law (Elies van Sliedregt & Sergey Vasiliev eds., Oxford 




Mark A. Drumbl, “Germans Are the Lords and Poles Are the Servants”: The Trial of Arthur Greiser in 
Poland, 1946, in The Hidden Histories of War Crimes Trials (Kevin Heller & Gerry Simpson eds., Oxford 
Univ. Press, 2013). 
Michelle L. Drumbl, Practice Before the IRS and Professional Responsibility in Tax Practice, in Effectively 
Representing Your Client Before the IRS (ABA Section of Taxation, 6th ed. 2015). 
Michelle L. Drumbl, When Helpers Hurt: Protecting Taxpayers From Their Return Preparers, in Ethical 
Duties to the Tax System: A Handbook (Scott A. Schumacher & Michael Hatfield eds., Gallagher Law Library, 
Univ. of Washington, 2015). 
Susan D. Franck, James Freda, Kellen Lavin, Tobias Lehmann & Anne van Aaken, International Arbitration: 
Demographics, Precision and Justice, in Legitimacy: Myths, Realities, Challenges: ICCA Congress Series No. 
18 (2015). 
Margaret Howard, Debts Excepted from Discharge, in Bloomberg Law: Bankruptcy Treatise (D. Michael 
Lynn et al. eds., Bloomberg BNA, 2014). 
Margaret Howard, Denial of Discharge, in Bloomberg Law: Bankruptcy Treatise (D. Michael Lynn et al. eds., 
Bloomberg BNA, 2014). 
Margaret Howard, Preferences, in Bloomberg Law: Bankruptcy Treatise (D. Michael Lynn et al. eds., 
Bloomberg BNA, 2014). 
Lyman P.Q. Johnson, Corporations and the Law, in Wiley Encyclopedia of Management (Wiley, 2014). 
Lyman P.Q. Johnson, Dynamic, Virtuous Fiduciary Regulation, in Festschrift zu Ehren von Christian Kirchner 
(Mohr Siebeck, 2014). 
David Millon, Corporate Social Responsibility and Environmental Sustainability, in Company Law and 
Sustainability: Legal Barriers and Opportunities (Beate Sjåfjell & Benjamin J. Richardson eds., Cambridge 
Univ. Press, 2015). 
David Millon, Beate Sjåfjell, Andrew Johnston & Linn Anker-Sørensen, Shareholder Primacy: The Main 
Barrier to Sustainable Companies, in Company Law and Sustainability: Legal Barriers and Opportunities 
(Beate Sjåfjell & Benjamin J. Richardson eds., Cambridge Univ. Press, 2015). 
James E. Moliterno, Impartiality and Independence: Misunderstood Cousins, in Ius et Ars: Ünnepi 
Tanulmányok Visegrády Antal Professzor 65. Születésnapja Tiszteletére (Nochta Tabor & Monori Gábor eds., 
Pécsi Tudományegyetem, 2015). 
James E. Moliterno, Exporting American Legal Education, Part II, in Prof. Dr. Feridun Yenisey’e Armağan 
(Festschrift, Cilt II) (Beta, 2014). 
Sarah K. Wiant, Admiralty and Maritime Law, in Specialized Legal Research 7-1 (Penny A. Hazelton ed., 
Gallagher Law Library, Univ. of Washington, 2014 supp.). 
Sarah K. Wiant, Uniform Computer Information Transactions Act (UCITA), in Encyclopedia of Library and 




Johanna E. Bond, CEDAW in Sub-Saharan Africa: Lessons in Implementation, 2014 Mich. St. L. Rev. 241. 
Christopher M. Bruner, Corporate Governance Theory and Review of Board Decisions, 62 UCLA L. Rev. Disc. 
87 (2014). 
Christopher M. Bruner, Book Review, Director’s Duties and Shareholder Litigation in the Wake of the 
Financial Crisis (Joan Loughrey ed., 2013), 72 Cambridge L.J. 764 (2013). 
Christopher M. Bruner, Is the Corporate Director’s Duty of Care a “Fiduciary” Duty?  Does it Matter?, 48 
Wake Forest L. Rev. 1027 (2013). 
Michal Buchhandler-Raphael, Overcriminalizing Speech, 36 Cardozo L. Rev. 1667 (2015). 
Michal Buchhandler-Raphael, Breaking the Chain of Command Culture: A Call for an Independent and 
Impartial Investigative Body to Curb Sexual Assaults in the Military, 29 Wis. J.L. Gender & Soc’y 341 (2014). 
Samuel W. Calhoun, Why Strive for Balance in a Roe Symposium?, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 817 (2014). 
Samuel W. Calhoun, Justice Lewis F. Powell’s Baffling Vote in Roe v. Wade, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 925 (2014). 
Robert T. Danforth & Howard M. Zaritsky, Grantor Trusts: Income Taxation Under Subpart E, Bloomberg 
BNA Tax Mgmt. Portfolio No. 819 (2015). 
Robert T. Danforth, Taxation of Jointly Owned Property, Bloomberg BNA Tax Mgmt. Portfolio No. 823 (2013). 
Nora V. Demleitner, Curricular Limitations, Cost Pressures, and Stratification in Legal Education: Are Bold 
Reforms in Short Supply?, 44 Seton Hall L. Rev. 1014 (2014). 
Nora V. Demleitner, Human Dignity, Crime Prevention, and Mass Incarceration: A Meaningful, Practical 
Comparison Across Borders, 27 Fed. Sent’g Rep. 1 (2014). 
Nora V. Demleitner, The State, Parents, Schools, “Culture Wars”, and Modern Technologies: Challenges under 
the U.N. Convention on the Rights of a Child, 62 Am. J. Comp. L. Supp. 491 (2014). 
Nora V. Demleitner, Stratification, Expansion, and Retrenchment: International Legal Education in U.S. Law 
Schools, 43 Int’l L. News 1 (2014). 
Mark A. Drumbl, Child Pirates: Rehabilitation, Reintegration, and Accountability, 46 Case W. Res. J. Int’l L. 235 
(2013). 
Michelle L. Drumbl, When Helpers Hurt: Protecting Taxpayers from Preparers, 22 Tax Notes 1365 (2014). 
Michelle L. Drumbl, Those Who Know, Those Who Don’t, and Those Who Know Better: Balancing Complexity, 
Sophistication and Accuracy on Tax Returns, 11 Pitt. Tax Rev. 113 (2013). 
Joshua A.T. Fairfield, BitProperty, 88 S. Cal. L. Rev. 805 (2015). 
Joshua A.T. Fairfield & Hannah Shtein, Big Data, Big Problems: Emerging Issues in the Ethics of Data Science 
and Journalism, 29 J. Mass Media Ethics 38 (2014). 




Joshua A.T. Fairfield, Smart Contracts, Bitcoin Bots, and Consumer Protection, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. Online 
36 (2014). 
Jill M. Fraley, Comment: Knowledge Circles and the Duty of Care, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 789 (2014). 
Jill M. Fraley, The Jurisprudence of Nature: The Importance of Defining What is “Natural”, 63 Cath. U. L. 
Rev. 917 (2014). 
Susan D. Franck, James Freda, Kellen Lavin, Tobias Lehmann & Anne van Aaken, The Diversity Challenge: 
Exploring the “Invisible College” of International Arbitration, 53 Colum. J. Transnat’l L. 429 (2015). 
Susan D. Franck, Using Investor-State Mediation Rules to Promote Conflict Management, 29 ICSID Rev. 66 
(2014). 
Susan D. Franck & Anna Joubin-Bret, Alternative Dispute Resolution in Investment Disputes, 29 ICSID Rev. 
90 (2014). 
Susan D. Franck, Conflating Politics and Development? Examining Investment Treaty Arbitration Outcomes, 
55 Va. J. Int’l L. 13 (2014). 
Susan D. Franck & Erin O’Hara O’Conner, Foreign Investments and the Market for Law, 2014 U. Ill. L. Rev. 1617. 
Margaret Hu, Small Data Surveillance v. Big Data Cybersurveillance, 42 Pepperdine L. Rev. 772 (2015). 
Lyman P.Q. Johnson & David Millon, Corporate Law After Hobby Lobby, 70 Bus. Law. 1 (2015). 
Lyman P.Q. Johnson & Robert Ricca, The Dwindling of Revlon, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 167 (2014). 
Lyman P.Q. Johnson, Law and the History of Corporate Responsibilities: Corporate Governance, 10 U. St. 
Thomas L.J. 974 (2014). 
Lyman P.Q. Johnson & Sean Leuba, M&A as One Component of a Business Planning Course, 3 Am. U. Bus. L. 
Rev. 99 (2014). 
Lyman P.Q. Johnson & Robert Ricca, The Still-Dwindled Revlon, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. Online 150 (2014). 
Lyman P.Q. Johnson, Unsettledness in Delaware Corporate Law:  Business Judgment Rule, Corporate 
Purpose, 38 Del. J. Corp. L. 405 (2013). 
Timothy S. Jost & James Engstrand, Anomalies in the Affordable Care Act that Arise from Reading the Phrase 
“Exchange Established by the State” Out of Context, 23 U. Miami Bus. L. Rev. 249 (2015). 
Timothy S. Jost, Beyond Repeal: A Republican Proposal for Healthcare Reform, 370 New Eng. J. Med 894 (2014). 
Timothy S. Jost & Mark A. Hall, Self-Insurance for Small Employers Under the Affordable Care Act: Federal 
and State Regulatory Options, 68 N.Y.U. Ann. Surv. Am. L. 539 (2013). 
Cadman R. Kiker III, From Mayberry to Ferguson: The Militarization of American Policing Equipment, 
Culture, and Mission, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. Online 282 (2015). 
John D. King, Recognizing the Limits of the Right to Counsel as a Guarantee of Justice, 12 Revista de Derechos 




Frederic L. Kirgis, Disentangling Choice of Law for Torts and Contracts, 72 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. Online 71 (2015). 
Timothy C. MacDonnell, Justice Scalia’s Fourth Amendment: Text, Context, Clarity, and Occasional Faint-
Hearted Originalism, 3 Va. J. Crim. L. 175 (2015). 
Timothy C. MacDonnell, Military Commissions and Courts-Martial: A Brief Discussion of the Constitutional 
and Jurisdictional Distinctions Between the Two Courts, Army Law., Jan. 2015, at 6. 
Jennifer Mart-Rice & Thomas Bradford, Setting Up Shop: Technology Options & Recommendations, N. Ky. B. 
Ass’n Lex Loci, Aug. 2015, at 10. 
Jennifer Mart-Rice & Carol Furnish, Back to the Basics in 2015: Practical Information for Setting Up Shop, N. 
Ky. B. Ass’n Lex Loci, Feb. 2015, at 9. 
Russell A. Miller, Germany vs. Europe: The Principle of Democracy in German Constitutional Law and the 
Troubled Future of European Integration, 54 Va. J. Int’l L. 579 (2014). 
David Millon, Team Production Theory: A Critical Appreciation, 62 UCLA L. Rev. Disc. 79 (2014). 
David Millon, Radical Shareholder Primacy, 10 U. St. Thomas L.J. 1013 (2013). 
James E. Moliterno, And Now a Crisis in Legal Education, 44 Seton Hall L. Rev. 1069 (2014). 
James E. Moliterno, Ethics 20/20 Successfully Achieved Its Mission: It “Protected, Preserved, and Maintained”, 
47 Akron L. Rev. 149 (2014). 
James E. Moliterno, Long-Overdue Medicine for What Ails Law School, Litigation, Fall 2014, at 54. 
James E. Moliterno & John Keyser, Why Lawyers Do What They Do (When Behaving Ethically), 4 St. Mary’s J. 
Legal Malpractice & Ethics 3 (2014). 
James E. Moliterno, A Way Forward for an Ailing Legal Education Model, 17 Chap. L. Rev. 73 (2013). 
Caroline L. Osborne, Carol A. Watson & James M. Donovan, The Open Access Advantage for American Law 
Reviews, 97 J. Pat. & Trademark Off. Soc’y 4 (2015). 
Kishanthi Parella, Outsourcing Corporate Accountability, 89 Wash. L. Rev. 747 (2014). 
Todd C. Peppers, Why Justice Alito Jumped Out of the Pool, Nat’l L.J. Sup. Ct. Brief, Sept. 9, 2015. 
Todd C. Peppers, Micheal W. Giles & Bridget Tainer-Parkins, Surgeons or Scribes? The Role of United States 
Court of Appeals Law Clerks in “Appellate Triage”, 98 Marq. L. Rev. 313 (2014). 
Todd C. Peppers & Chad Oldfather, Judicial Assistants or Junior Judges: The Hiring, Utilization, and Influence 
of Law Clerks, 98 Marq. L. Rev. 1 (2014). 
Todd C. Peppers, The Care and Feeding of Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr., 36 Sup. Ct. Hist. Soc’y Q. no. 2, at 
8 (2014). 
Doug Rendleman & Scott Weingart, Collection of Student Loans: A Critical Examination, 20 Wash. & Lee J. 
Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 215 (2014). 




Victoria Sahani, Third-Party Litigation Funding and the Dodd-Frank Act, 16 Tenn. J. Bus. L. 15 (2014). 
Christopher B. Seaman, The Case Against Federalizing Trade Secrecy, 101 Va. L. Rev. 317 (2015). 
Christopher B. Seaman, Comment on “Groove is in the Hart”: A Workable Solution for Applying the Right of 
Publicity to Video Games, 72 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 399 (2015). 
Christopher B. Seaman, Ongoing Royalties in Patent Cases After eBay: An Empirical Assessment and Propsed 
Framework, 23 Tex. Intell. Prop. L.J. 203 (2015). 
Joan M. Shaughnessy, An Essay on Poverty and Child Neglect: New Interventions, 21 Wash. & Lee J. Civil Rts. 
& Soc. Just. 4 (2014). 
Andrew Squires, Garcetti and Salaita: Revisiting Academic Freedom, 6 J. Acad. Freedom (2015). 
Sarah K. Wiant, Comment: 3D Printing, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 699 (2014). 
Amicus Briefs 
Margaret Howard, Brief as Amicus Curiae in Support of Respondents, Bank of America, N.A. v. Caulkett, 135 
S. Ct. 1995 (2015) (No. 13-1421). 
Lyman P.Q. Johnson, Celia Taylor, J. Robert Brown, Jr. & Joan MacLeod Heminway, Brief of Professors at 
Law and Business Schools as Amici Curiae in Support of Respondents, Omnicare, Inc., et al., Petitioners, v. 
Laborers District Council Construction Industry Pension Fund, et al., 135 S. Ct. 1318 (2015) (No. 13-435). 
Doug Rendleman, Douglas Laycock & Mark P. Gergen, Brief as Amici Curiae in Support of Neither Side, 
Petrella v. Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer, Inc., 134 S. Ct. 1962 (2014) (No. 12-1315). 
Doug Rendleman, Douglas Laycock & Mark P. Gergen, Brief of Restitution and Remedies Scholars as Amici 
Curiae in Support of Respondent, Spokeo, Inc. v. Robins, 135 S. Ct. 1892 (2015) (No. 13-1339). 
Student Notes & Comments 
J. Zachary Balasko, A Return to Reasonability: Modifying the Collateral Source Rule in Light of Artificially 
Inflated Damage Awards, 72 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. Online 16 (2015). 
Boris Bindman, Keep on Truckin’, Uber: Using the Dormant Commerce Clause to Challenge Regulatory 
Roadblocks to TNCs, 72 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. Online 136 (2015). 
William Bush, What You Sign Up for: Public University Restrictions on “Professional” Student Speech After 
Tatro v. University of Minnesota, 20 Wash. & Lee J. Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 547 (2014). 
Thayer Case, Putting the Brakes on Driver Privacy: Black Boxes, Data Collection, and the Fourth Amendment, 
21 Wash. & Lee J. Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 159 (2014). 
Jonathan L. Caulder, Avoiding the Nuclear Option: Balancing Borrower and Lender Rights Under the Truth 
in Lending Act’s Right of Rescission, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 1925 (2014). 
Krista Consiglio, Aereo and FilmOn: Technology’s Latest Copyright War and Why Aereo Should Survive, 71 
Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 2557 (2014). 
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Student Notes & Comments (continued) 
Amanda L. Cecil, Taking Back the Internet: Imposing Civil Liability on Interactive Computer Services in an 
Attempt to Provide an Adequate Remedy to Victims of Nonconsensual Pornography, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 
2513 (2014). 
Kyle Dolinsky, CAD’s Cradle: Untangling Copyrightability, Derivative Works, and Fair Use in 3D Printing, 
71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 591 (2014). 
Michael Evans, Adding a Due Diligence Defense to § 13(b) and Rule 13b 2–2 of the Securities Exchange Act of 
1934, 72 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 901 (2015). 
Alexander D. Flachsbart, Municipal Bonds in Bankruptcy § 902(2) and the Proper Scope of “Special 
Revenues” in Chapter 9, 72 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 955 (2015). 
Meghan E. Flinn, A Continuing War with Asbestos: The Stalemate Among State Courts on Liability for Take-
Home Asbestos Exposure, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 707 (2014). 
Amy Forman, An Increase in Beach Reconstruction Projects May Mean a Decrease in Property Rights: The 
Need for a Multi-Factor Balancing Test when Protecting Waterfront Property, 6 Wash. & Lee J. Energy, 
Climate & Env’t. 509 (2015).  
Jan Fox, Into Hell: Gang-Prostitution of Minors, 20 Wash. & Lee J. Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 591 (2014). 
Olivia M. Fritsche, The Role of Enticement in a Violation of a Protection Order, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 1473 
(2014). 
Matthew Hale, FERC Anti-Manipulation Enforcement and the Barclays Proceeding: What Factors Should 
Regulated Entities Consider before Deciding to Follow Barclays’ Path to Federal Court?, 6 Wash. & Lee J. 
Energy, Climate & Env’t. 198 (2015). 
Stephen R. Halpin III, Stayin’ Alive?: BG Group, PLC v. Republic of Argentina and the Vitality of Host-Country 
Litigation Requirements in Investment Treaty Arbitration, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 1979 (2014). 
David Lee Johnson, Facing Down the Trolls: States Stumble on the Bridge to Patent-Assertion Regulation, 71 
Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 2023 (2014). 
Austin L. Lomax, Five-Star Exclusion: Modern Silicon Valley Companies Are Pushing the Limits of Section 
119 by Providing Tax-Free Meals to Employees, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 2077 (2014). 
Katherine L. Moss, The Admissibility of TrueAllele: A Computerized DNA Interpretation System, 72 Wash. & 
Lee L. Rev. 1033 (2015). 
Rachel C. Kurzweil, “Justice Is What Love Looks Like in Public”: How the Affordable Care Act Falls Short on 
Transgender Health Care Access, 21 Wash. & Lee J. Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 199 (2014). 
Alison Leary, Water You Waiting For? Balancing Private Rights and Public Necessity in the South Atlantic 
Wetlands, 6 Wash. & Lee J. Energy, Climate & Env’t. 245 (2015). 
Daniel R. Nappier, Blurred Lines: Analyzing an Attorney’s Duties to a Fiduciary-Client’s Beneficiaries, 71 
Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 2609 (2014). 
James F. Parker, Revival of Substantive Equity: Increased Household Risk, Safety Valve Litigation and 
Availability of the ERISA Stock Drop Jury, 21 Wash. & Lee J. Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 425 (2015). 
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Student Notes & Comments (continued) 
James K. Pickle, Fracking Preemption Litigation, 6 Wash. & Lee J. Energy, Climate & Env’t. 295 (2015). 
Noelle Quam, Big Philanthropy’s Unrestrained Influence on Public Education: A Call for Change, 21 Wash. & 
Lee J. Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 601 (2015). 
R. Garrett Rice, “Groove is in the Hart”: A Workable Solution for Applying the Right of Publicity to Video 
Games, 72 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 317 (2015). 
Scott D. Salmon, Necessary Change: Re-Calculating Just Compensation for Environmental Benefits. Cameron 
E. Tommey, Moving Military Energy “Behind the Fence”: Renewable Energy Generation on U.S. Defense 
Lands, 6 Wash. & Lee J. Energy, Climate & Env’t. 552 (2015). 
Meg E. Sawyer, The Prior Convictions Exception: Examining the Continuing Viability of Almendarez-Torres 
Under Alleyne, 72 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 409 (2015). 
Rachel Schwarz, Timeout! Getting Back to What Title IX Intended and Encouraging Courts and the Office of 
Civil Rights to Re-Evaluate the Three-Prong Compliance Test, 20 Wash. & Lee J. Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 633 
(2014). 
Thomas L. Short, Friend This: Why Those Damaged During the Facebook IPO Will Recover (Almost) Nothing 
from NASDAQ, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 1519 (2014). 
Katherine C. Skilling, Coverage for Ill-Gotten Gains?: Discussing the (Un)Insurability of Restitution and 
Disgorgement, 72 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 1077 (2015). 
Lindy Stevens, Plyler Students at Work: The Case for Granting Law Licenses to Undocumented Immigrants, 
21 Wash. & Lee J. Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 567 (2015). 
Dan Strong, Dr. CARB or: How I Learned to Stop Worrying About the Feds and Love States’ Rights, 6 Wash. 
& Lee J. Energy, Climate & Env’t. 338 (2015). 
Patrick Sweeney, Exceeding Their Powers: A Critique of Stolt-Nielsen and Manifest Disregard, and a Proposal 
for Substantive Arbitral Award Review, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 1571 (2014). 
Krystal Brunner Swendsboe, I Like to Move It, Move It: Partial Venue Transfer for Less Than a Full Legal 
Action, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 2659 (2014). 
Kyle Virtue, FTC v. Actavis: Analysis of the Court’s Decision and How It Affects Drug Prices for Those Who 
Need Them the Most, 21 Wash. & Lee J. Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 121 (2014). 
Ashley H. Waterbury, The Shifting Use of the So-Remote-as-to-be-Negligible Standard for Qualified 
Conservation Contributions, 6 Wash. & Lee J. Energy, Climate & Env’t. 634 (2015). 
Haley White, Centralized Prosecution: Cross-Designated Prosecutors and an Unconstitutional Concentration 
of Power, 21 Wash. & Lee J. Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 521 (2015). 
Paul M. Wiley, Shelby and Section 3: Pulling the Voting Rights Act’s Pocket Trigger to Protect Voting Rights 
After Shelby County v. Holder, 71 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 2115 (2014). 
Christopher R. Wilson, A Failure to Rehabilitate: Leaving Disability Insurance Out of the Mental Health 
Parity Debate, 21 Wash. & Lee J. Civil Rts. & Soc. Just. 471 (2015). 
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Other Publications and Resources 
Washington and Lee University School of Law, Scholarly Commons, http://scholarlycommons.law.wlu.edu. 
Washington and Lee Law Faculty Scholarship Blog, http://wlulawfaculty.wordpress.com. 
Frances Lewis Law Center, http://law2.wlu.edu/lawcenter. 
The Law News, http://www.wlulawnews.com. 
Washington and Lee University School of Law, Academic Success, http://law.wlu.edu/academicsuccess 
(administered by Prof. Mary Z. Natkin). 
Stephanie C. Miller & Valerie Carullo, Teaching Legal Research Outside the Classroom, Poster Presentation, 
S.E. Ch. Am. Assoc. L. Libraries Ann. Meeting, Apr. 19, 2013. 
Caroline Osborne, Legal Research 1: Selected Readings (2015) (compiled for the first-year W&L Law course, 
LAW 163: Legal Research 1). 
Caroline Osborne & John C. Eller, The Legal Profession: A Custom Text for Washignton and Lee University 
(2015) (compiled for the spring 2015 W&L undergraduate course, LEGL 220: The Legal Profession). 
 
 
 
